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A Letter From the President
We welcome in 2021—a place we have long been hoping for—a place
called after-covid, or AC. The Society flourishes and our historians
continue with their work on articles, books, preservation, papers for
conferences and more.
I think back to 1976 when La Crónica was first looking for a name
and a contest took place. The title of the first page had “¿What Shall We
Name It?” and 114 issues later here we are. In the early years, members
received four maps as part of their dues and a newspaper. The letter
written by President Loraine Lavender closed with this, “We expect that
the Historical Society of New Mexico will become a vital and energetic
force throughout the state. We hope to become the indispensable ally
to all the local historical societies. The Society newspaper is also their
newspaper. Where we can augment their programs, we stand ready to
do so.”
Issue 2 came with the name suggested by Pedro Ribera-Ortega and
the title has remained so ever since; Crónica meaning a chronicle, or annals, which befits this society. Forty-five years later, the variety of articles, photos, and comments continue and have been
written by every level of historian, from grassroots to the most educated and trained.
Considering HSNM this past year, the significant effect the pandemic had on the society came
as a shock to many since we have, more and more, tended to revolve around our conferences.
More attention was brought to what can we do or cannot do with projects, lectures, and La Crónica. Outreach in many forms is critical to any society and so with this issue we have expanded the
journal’s pages, and hope to make this a much larger part of what HSNM does and does well. The
written word for a historian is an extension of who we are. So many categories of history, preservation and the need to read about it exist and should be nurtured going forward.
I encourage all our members to continue with their research, to write and keep New Mexico
History alive—to carefully uncover it from the past and to thoughtfully place it onto paper.

Henrietta Martinez Christmas
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Peñasco dance hall, 1940.

The Memory of their Magic
Dance Halls of the Rio Abajo and Beyond

M

Richard Melzer and Matt Baca

usic and dance have been vital parts of Hispanic
culture in New Mexico since Spanish colonial
times. Filled with gaiety, dancers enjoy a time
and a place where everything in life seems aligned in perfect harmony. For a moment, all cares seem to vanish,
replaced by joy and a sense of oneness with one’s dance
partner, proud culture, and Hispanic heritage.
New Mexicans enjoyed their music and dance in
many venues, but perhaps most fondly in their dance
halls of the 19th and 20th centuries. Nearly every vilLA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO

lage, city, and town in New Mexico had at least one
dance hall. New Mexicans also enjoyed dance halls in
California, where many families from the Southwest
had migrated, taking major parts of their culture with
them in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s.
Who owned and operated these important enterprises? What made dance halls so popular for so long? Who
attended their dances and which bands provided their
music? What trouble occurred and what steps were taken to prevent disorder in or near dance halls? And what
3
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Waiting for the dance to begin, Peñasco, 1940. 
became of the dance halls that New Mexicans remem- Jarales had one (owned by Joe Maestas). Los Trujillos
ber so fondly and miss so much?
had the Ortega Dance Hall, Abo had one, built beside its
schoolhouse, and Belen had several, including Aragon
Scattered in the Rio Abajo and Beyond
Hall and its most famous, Tabet Hall, located on S. Main
It was almost impossible to visit a community in the St. and owned by Carlos Tabet Jr. Sy Sisneros, who miRio Abajo and not find a crowded dance hall filled with grated to Barstow in 1950, built a 40’ by 100’ steel dance
activity on Friday and Saturday nights. Most dance halls hall (when his original wooden building burned), callwere simple adobe structures with sturdy tongue-and- ing it Abo Hall to help attract his former neighbors of
groove hardwood floors and kerosene lamps in the days the Rio Abajo who had joined him to live in California.
Dances were held almost every Friday and Saturday
before electricity. Dance hall owners often scattered saw
dust on their floors to facilitate dancing as patrons glid- night, except during Lent and other Catholic holidays.
Special events, from showers and birthdays to weddings
ed across the room.
Oldtimers recall that Tomé had two dance halls by and anniversaries, were celebrated in dance halls. In
its plaza, Adelino had one (owned by Miguel E. Baca), 1938, a cowboy dance was held at Tabet Hall following
Los Chavez had one (owned by Frank Gabaldon), and a rodeo in Belen.
4
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The J.L. Lopez 3-man orchestra with local boys. Peñasco, 1940.
With a capacity of 500 dancers, Tabet Hall hosted
countless benefit dances, including events to raise funds
for St. Anthony’s orphanage in Albuquerque (1952), the
March of Dimes to find a cure for polio (1953), the Belen police department (1953 and 1954), and the Catholic
Church in La Joya (1955).

Music and dances varied from the traditional to the
more modern. Dance halls were filled with the lively
sounds of rancheras, polkas, rumbas, mambos, boleros,
country, and swing. Francisco Sisneros remembers his
grandfather dancing traditional dances like La Varsovara, barrelitos, chotis, and a dance that was much like
musical chairs.
The Bands and Their Music
Bands knew dozens of songs. Most were about roDozens of popular bands played in New Mexico’s mance, won and lost. Others were about everything
dance halls. Although some bands were small, others from personal tragedy to the misadventures of comical
were large with as many as nine or ten members. Talent- characters. Having heard these songs countless times,
ed musicians sang and played one or more instruments. most dancers knew every melody, every lyric, and every
Nearly every band had musicians who could play button step that accompanied them. Hearing the first notes of
accordions, guitars, violins, percussion instruments, or popular songs like “Las Gaviotas,” couples responded en
trumpets.
masse, eagerly filling the dance floors in moments.
LA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO
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Ladies in waiting at a dance hall in Peñasco, 1940.
Most dance hall bands were local, but some came
from Albuquerque and, in one instance, from as far
away as Corpus Christi, Texas. Some bands advertised
an upcoming dance by parading through communities and playing a sample of the music they planned to
perform that evening. The bands traveled through the
streets on carros de caballo (horse carts) in the early
days and from the bed of pickup trucks in later years.
Enticed by the sound of horns, guitars, and violins,
many villagers made plans to go to their dance halls and
dance the night away.
Dance halls also advertised their events in local newspapers. Some offered special door prizes to help attract
customers. In 1954, Tabet Hall offered a 26-piece silverware set, complete with a mahogany chest, to a lucky
6

customer. Of course, the winner had to be present to
win!
Dance hall customers admired the extraordinary talents and unique styles of many popular bands. Everyone liked and admired band leaders like Isidero Amanda, Max Apodaca, Salo Chavez, Tony Chavez, Agapito
Garcia, Don Lesmen, Tiny Morrie, Lalo Silva, and Beta
Villa.
Well-known bands were often family “businesses”
that lasted one or more generations. Sons and nephews
joined their families’ bands from as early as fourteen
years of age. Lalo Silva’s band from Belen included Lalo’s brothers, Prospero and Abran. Tony Chavez’s band
from Willard included Tony’s brother, son and nephews. Agapito Garcia’s band featured Agapito’s sons, Sal
LA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO
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Working up the courage to ask for a dance. Peñasco, 1940.
and Isidro. Agapito’s sons later created their own bands,
with Isidro’s prize-winning band performing in Las Vegas, Nevada, for over forty years.
Famous Albuquerque bands that played in Valencia County dance halls included Al Hurricane’s Night
Rockers and Dick Bills’ Sandia Mountain Boys, which
featured a handsome young singer named Glen Campbell. Jose Ruiz and his Happy Owls from Torrance
County included a musician who did not let the loss of
an arm in World War I prevent him from playing the
trumpet—and being a one-armed pool shark.

press recalled that “local town folks, railroaders, ranchers, cowboys, Indians, and even city dudes from Albuquerque” came to join the fun at a time when there were
few other forms of inexpensive entertainment.
Former Valencia County residents visiting from Barstow and the West Coast often came by to dance and
meet old friends at local dance halls, the social center of
many communities each weekend.
Men and women of all ages danced, but a majority
were youths, eager to socialize and perhaps meet new
beaus or even future husbands or wives. Young women fixed their hair, applied their makeup and wore their
The Dancers
prettiest homemade or store-bought dresses. Young
People came from near and far to frequent dance men made sure that their favorite clothes were washed
halls of the Rio Abajo. An article in the Rio Grande Ex- and ironed, usually by their caring mothers and helpful
LA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO
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sisters. Lena Chavez’s brothers paid her a dime to shine
their shoes, while their mother ironed their shirts with
starch and pressed their dress pants with cleaning fluid
to make sure their creases were crisp and sharp.
Neither sleet nor snow could keep the enthusiastic
dancers away. Some youths went to great lengths to
travel to dance halls, even when they lived at a distance
and had other responsibilities to attend to at home.
Miguel E. Baca, for example, instructed his son, Carlos Baca, to camp out in their vineyard when Miguel
noticed that thieves had begun stealing his grapes in
Adelino. Carlos dutifully guarded his father’s five acres
each night, but could not resist the temptation of accompanying his friends to a dance hall in Los Chavez
on Saturday evenings.
Carlos and his friends rode horses across the Rio
Grande with their good clothes tucked under their arms
so they did not get wet in the crossing. Having crossed
the river, the young men changed their clothes, enjoyed
a night of dancing, and reversed the process when it
came time to leave. Once home, Carlos returned to his
post, guarding his father’s grapes like he had never left.

Rosita Alvirez reportedly ignored her mother’s plea not
to attend a dance alone and unchaperoned.
When an unsuitable man named Hipolito asked Rosita to dance, she refused his invitation. Humiliated before la gente (the people), Hipolito drew his pistol and
shot Rosita three times. She died at the scene.
Rosita’s tragedy became the subject of one of the most
frequently sung corridos (epic ballads) in Mexico and,
eventually, New Mexico. It has been recorded over a
hundred times, including by one of New Mexico’s most
popular quartets, The Sparx.
But most women were pleased to be asked to dance
and, with rare exceptions, happily accepted invitations by
polite males. With lots of practice, some couples became
famous for their dancing skills, winning dance contests
and gaining the well-deserved admiration of their peers.
Beginning with a single dance, some relationships
blossomed into friendships, romances, and even engagements and marriages. Becky Baca was visiting from
California when she met her future husband, Salo Gabaldon, at Salo’s father’s dance hall in Los Chavez. Larry and Anna Rivera first met at Tabet Hall, as did Juan
Contreras and Annie Lopez, who married in 1955, and
At the Dance Hall
celebrated their 50th anniversary in 2005. Co-author
Men and women traditionally occupied different Matt Baca and his late wife Theresa went to a dance hall
parts of each dance hall. In the early years, young wom- in Jarales on their first date. They were married for 58
en, accompanied by chaperons, sat on bancos or tari- years and were often called on to lead La Marcha at tramas (adobe or wooden benches) along the side walls, ditional New Mexico weddings.
visiting and patiently waiting for invitations to dance.
Meanwhile, most men sat across the hall, towards the Misbehavior
back, or outside where they talked, joked, smoked, and
Most dance hall events took place without incident.
often drank liquor from small bottles.
Unfortunately, this was not always the case, as with the
Males who had mustered sufficient courage ventured tragic death of Rosita Alvirez. Waiting outside, men ofto where the women sat and asked their chosen part- ten passed around bottles of whiskey, with predictable
ners to do them the honor of accompanying them in a results as an evening wore on. Fueled by alcohol, verbal
dance. Early on, chaperons had to give their approval— arguments or perceived insults easily led to fistfights, if
or rejection.
not worse.
Later, women spoke for themselves, often acceptThe smallest dispute could lead to gunplay or knifing invitations, but sometimes turning men down for ings. In 1925, a patron at a dance hall in Chimayo deone reason or another. The smell of alcohol on a man’s manded that the orchestra play a third encore. When
breath might be enough to reject his advances, although the musicians refused, the patron drew a revolver, pointhe had ironically consumed the liquor to help build up ed it at the band and declared, “You play, or I will kill
the courage to ask a woman to dance. If rejected, a man you.” Dancers scattered. Several men and women were
experienced a “walk of shame” to rejoin his usually injured while trying to escape through a window. The
sympathetic friends across the room or outside.
disgruntled dancer proceeded to shoot a musician and
Fortunately, there is no record of a scorned male re- a male bystander. The bystander died, leaving a widow
sorting to violence after experiencing a woman’s rejec- and six children.
tion to dance in New Mexico. According to legend, such
In 1951, the Belen News reported that as many as 15
a tragedy occurred in Saltillo, Mexico. The beautiful men engaged in a “major disturbance” at Tabet Hall.
8
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Outside a dance hall, Peñasco, 1940.
Two men suffered head injuries. Four men from Albuquerque faced charges before the local justice of the
peace.
Local rivalries and romantic jealousies could also
lead to friction. Young males were especially jealous of
out-of-town rivals who vied for the attention of local
beauties.
As a teenager, Casey Luna worked on a ranch in
northern New Mexico. He and his fellow ranch hands
frequented a dance hall in Cuba, New Mexico, meeting
local girls and enjoying their company while dancing.
But many evenings ended hurriedly with Cuban boys
chasing Casey and his friends as they fled home through
the mountains in their ranch truck.
Further south, when Carlos Baca and his friends
LA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO

from Adelino crossed the Rio Grande, the young men
of Los Chavez dismissively called them hongos (mushrooms, because mushrooms were prevalent in Adelino)
and challenged them to fights over especially attractive
girls.
Carlos occasionally returned home with a black eye,
the result of such a fisticuff. Carlos tried his best to conceal his injury at Sunday morning breakfast so that his
father would not see the blatant evidence that proved
Carlos had not only abandoned his guard post in the
vineyard, but had also gotten into a fight—and lost.
Years later, when he had married and had children of
his own, Carlos, his wife Felicitas and their three children were about to go to a dance hall (actually a gym
behind the nearby Adelino school) when a neighbor
9

came to their door, weeping that her husband had gotten drunk and had threatened to harm her and their
kids. Carlos allowed the woman and her children to
take refuge in his home as he and his family went off to
the dance.
Carlos and his family were not at the dance for long
when the woman’s intoxicated husband arrived, searching for his wife by riding his horse into the hall, shooting
his pistol in the air, and yelling profanities. The guests
fled at the sight of their inebriated neighbor atop a huge
horse in the middle of the dance hall’s floor.
An even more violent event occurred in Los Trujillos
in December 1951. Home for the holidays, 20-year-old
Private Felipe Sanchez had enjoyed an evening of dancing at the Ortega Dance Hall when he was attacked by
a 16-year-old stranger from Albuquerque. The stranger
stabbed Sanchez seven times. Witnessing the assault, a
deputy sheriff chased the teenager for about 50 yards
and shot him in his side. Fortunately, Private Sanchez
and his attacker both survived.
Violence was so prevalent at a dance hall in Vado
during the 1930s that the hall’s owner placed a sign over
the entrance that read, “Check your hats and weapons
at the door.”
Dance hall owners did their best to keep the peace
in their establishments. Sy Sisneros routinely hired two
off-duty sheriff deputies to maintain order during dances at his Abo Dance Hall in Barstow. He hired an additional deputy for wedding receptions. In greeting the
deputies, Sy pointed out known potential troublemakers before each night’s dance began.
Carlos Tabet hired Jim Barnes, a moonlighting railroader who was so big that it was said that he maintained
order at Tabet Hall by his intimidating size alone. Unfortunately, rowdy customers Barnes bounced out of Tabet
Hall simply walked down the road in search of additional
trouble at other dance halls on Main St. in Belen.

Hall was held in March 1964. Fires, including one that
police suspected to be arson, caused great damage in
1968 and on July 4, 1972.
In Barstow, Sy Sisneros’s Abo Hall fell victim to the
opening of a new highway south of town. Originally
on the main route between Phoenix and Las Vegas, Sy’s
dance hall and other local businesses suffered badly and
eventually closed. Sy sold his large hall for $12,000. It
has since been converted into a garage used for semitruck repairs.
Dance halls also faced modern competition in entertainment. A hall in Los Chavez was converted into
a skating rink. By the 1970s dance halls were largely replaced by modern commercial lounges and night
clubs like the Red Carpet and the Wild Pony in Valencia
County and the Caravan East and West along Central
Avenue in Albuquerque.
Deejays often replaced real bands. Offering liquor
and other amenities, night clubs provided entertainment nearly every night of the year.
Popular music changed as well. Rather than listen
and dance to Spanish music, a new generation of the
1950s and 1960s listened to rock ’n roll, dancing with
gyrations that bore no resemblance to traditional Spanish dance steps and moves.
And so the dance halls of the Rio Abajo—and most
of New Mexico—are gone, mourned by the thousands
who nostalgically recall the good times they enjoyed
there. A large part of New Mexico culture has disappeared with the dance halls’ demise.
But all is not lost. Spanish music is still played by
popular bands and on favorite local radio stations. Couples still dance, especially at fiestas, weddings, and other
special events.
And, as one former dance hall patron has said, we
can still visit the sites where the halls once stood. If all
Dance Halls’ Fate
is quiet and “if one listens closely you can still hear the
Dance halls remained popular into the 1960s, but
modern developments and man-made disasters often music and the dancing feet of yesteryear.” The dance
spelled their doom. In Adelino, a careless driver on halls are gone, but the memory of their magic lingers in
Highway 47 crashed into the east wall of the Bacas’ long our collective musical minds.
adobe dance hall. The remaining structure became so
Richard Melzer, who has two left feet and no ability to
unstable that Carlos eventually leveled the building.
Proximity to highways sealed the fate of at least two dance, is a former president of the HSNM. Matt Baca
is a retired school teacher and an excellent dancer.
other dance halls. In Belen, Tabet Hall was impaired
when the state widened S. Main St. to make it into a A shortened version of this article appeared in the
four-lane road in the mid-1960s. The last dance at Tabet Valencia County News-Bulletin on February 18, 2021.
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The 1899 Attempt to Form
the New State of El Paso, USA

T

John B. Ramsay

he importance of the pass created where the Rio
Grande flows through the mountains between
what is now El Paso, Texas, and Juarez, Mexico,
was recognized early in the Spanish exploration and settlement of northern Nuevo España. Juarez (then Paso
del Norte) located on the south side of the Rio Grande
(Rio Bravo in Mexico) became a significant settlement.
Small, scattered, farming villages existed on the east
side of the river as people migrated. These villages eventually coalesced to become the future El Paso. With the
establishment of the Camino Real in the Spanish Colonial Era, the pass became the major route for trading
between Mexico and the territories of New Mexico and
Arizona. After the arrival of the railroads in 1881, El
Paso became important as a commercial center.
These circumstances could be ideal for weaving a
story of a landowner’s craving for a stepchild because of
the potential value of the child’s property. The desire and
attention varying from great desire to benign neglect
throughout the years, depending on the perceived value
of the inheritance. Such a story matches the desire of
Texas for all land on the east side of the Rio Grande
following the Texas Revolution. Included were El Paso,
Santa Fe, Taos, and north into Wyoming. The U.S.
Congress formalized a marriage with the Compromise
of 1850, setting the western boundary of Texas at 103°
longitude until it intersected the 32° latitude to include
El Paso.1 An underlying desire for divorce began early
and continues in bits and spurts since.2
A closer look at one event following the history and
politics adds some flesh to this history.
***
Several days of uncomfortable travel by horse or
stagecoach were required to travel from El Paso to the
Texas state capital of Austin. Even with the establishment of the railroad in 1881, travel to Austin took a
minimum of 24 to 30 hours. W. W. Mills, representing
El Paso County at the post–Civil War Texas Reconstruction Convention of 1868, proposed the formation
of a separate Territory consisting of El Paso County and
Doña Ana County in New Mexico.3 Mills apparently
was not proud of his proposal because it “was finally
LA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO

killed” on his own motion.4
An article in the Santa Fe New Mexican on October
11, 2015 by Mark Simmons5 describes a pro-Confederate movement in 1861 in the Mesilla, New Mexico, area
to secede from New Mexico and create a new territory
named “The Montezuma Territory.” In the buildup to
the Civil War, the southern part of the Territory of New
Mexico favored secession and formed the Confederate
Territory of Arizona. This division ended with the defeat
of the Confederate forces. The U.S. Congress defined the
current boundary between New Mexico and Arizona in
1863. Simmons also describes a failed effort in 1881 for
the “The southwestern counties [of New Mexico], along
with several southwest Texas counties, initiated a movement to reorganize as the ‘Territory of Sierra.’ But the
effort promptly fizzled and was abandoned.” A variable
love-hate relationship continued between western Texas and the more populated eastern part of the state, and
a similar feeling existed between southern and northern
New Mexico. These areas had existed as separate political entities in the past, and the idea of secession was
not new. By 1899, El Paso became the county seat and a
growing commercial hub for the Southwest. The El Paso
Daily Times and the El Paso Daily Herald, newspapers
with different political leanings, were being published.
These and other newspapers of the period provide interesting and enjoyable views of the political opinions.
The feeling of isolation from eastern Texas rose in
1899. An invitation was sent to Texas Governor Joseph
D. Sayers to attend the ceremony for laying the corner
stone of El Paso’s new City Hall to be held March 17,
1899. The private secretary signed the rejection letter
rather than the governor, and the comment in the El
Paso Daily Herald on March 11, 1899, gave the local response.
Texas Governor’s visits to this city are about as rare
as visits by the president of the United States and it was
hardly thought likely that Governor Joe Sayers would
care to attend a celebration in this out of the way corner
of the present state. When El Paso has a little state of her
own she will have a governor all to herself and will not
have to depend on the long-haired dry goods clerk of
east Texas to make her laws.
11

The commercial base of El Paso began to think that
business would improve with the area disconnected from
east Texas. In an article on January 7, 1899, the Santa Fe
New Mexican stated, “The El Paso papers are once more
talking of the possible annexation of El Paso County,
Tex., to New Mexico …” On January 10, 1899, the New
Mexican had a short article on whether or not Santa Fe
would remain as the capital of the combined state.
On Sunday, February 5, 1899, the El Paso Daily Times
reported that Harry Block—later identified as Harry
Black, a glove manufacturer from California—proposed
that El Paso and southern New Mexico should form a
new state, and he suggested the name “Sacramento.”
There is a good chance for El Paso and southern New Mexico to take a step in the way of the
formation of a new territory, which I believe
would be a great move in the direction of a new
state with El Paso as its capital. Prepare for the
organization of the Territory of Sacramento, including in the same, Cochise, Graham, and part
of Apache counties of Arizona; Socorro, Sierra,
Doña Ana, Otero, Lincoln, Chavez, and Eddy
counties in New Mexico; and that part of Texas west of the easterly territorial line extended
south to the Rio Grande river. I believe that the
Texas Legislature would agree to yield this small
part of the state ...
John Middagh, in his history of the El Paso Times,
discussed the events leading to a “convention” to discuss
the secession of El Paso and its neighboring regions to
form a new state.6 Middagh suggests that J. D. Ponder,
editor of the newspaper, propounded the idea because
of the short supply of local news. This initial news did
not seem to excite enough interest, so Ponder repeated
the comment on February 10 and interest increased.
A group of El Paso businessmen accelerated the ideas
of secession. The two men leading the action were Maj.
W. J. Fewel and Col. R. F. Campbell. Major Fewel joined
the Confederacy at 16 and rose to the rank of captain.
He remained active in Confederate veterans’ organizations and was granted the rank of major. He moved to El
Paso in 1881 and was active in developing real estate and
transportation systems for El Paso.7 Colonel Campbell
was a member of a southern family but remained loyal
to the union during the Civil War. He came to El Paso in
1883 and was active in housing development and politics. He was elected mayor in 1886.8 Neither were native Texans, but both were active in community affairs.
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Fewel and Campbell, together with other businessmen
in El Paso, developed the idea of holding a convention
to discuss the proposition of secession. The idea spread
rapidly and nationally.
W. H. H. Llewellyn, a New Mexico territorial legislator
from Doña Ana County, recognized the “new state” idea
and introduced a memorial in the New Mexico territorial legislature to absorb El Paso into New Mexico. The
memorial, dated February 7, 1899, was addressed to the
president and the Congress of the United States. It proposed that the land west of the 103° longitude border
with Texas be extended south to the Rio Grande and the
land transferred into New Mexico.9 Before the end of the
legislative session, Llewellyn returned home with a recurrence of malaria, which he had caught as a Rough Rider
in Cuba. The Arizona Republican of February 29, 1899,
stated that Llewellyn supported El Paso as the capital of
the new state. Governor Miguel Otero of New Mexico
visited El Paso from February 20-21 and undoubtedly
discussed some of the ramifications of the movement.10
Newspapers throughout the country from New York
to Houston picked up the idea and began publishing
comments both pro and con. These articles add color
to the proposed divorce. On February 10, the El Paso
Daily Herald credited the Santa Fe New Mexican with
the following:
The people of El Paso may yearn to be annexed to this territory, but it cannot be said that
the people of the territory yearn to have them
annexed. El Paso is too rotten a town politically.
The Lordsburg Western Liberal, on February 10, stated relative to Llewellyn’s memorial that the interests of
west Texas lay with New Mexico. The El Paso Daily Herald on Saturday, February 11, 1899 extolled the virtues
of a new state, commenting that “El Paso is the tail end
of Texas and is as much isolated as if situated in California…. This end of the state is not a factor in the politics
of Texas and is commercially allied with New Mexico,
Arizona, and Chihuahua.” El Paso was at a disadvantage
relative to east Texas but had great advantages within
the western region because of its trade influence. From
an interview with a “Señor Armijo,” connected with the
business interests of Felix Martinez, a major New Mexico and El Paso businessman, Armijo stated:
El Paso is by far the best of the two cities and
the ‘Ancient City would have to take a bitter pill’
… I have spoken to many prominent New MexiLA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO

Figure 1.
Proposed
State of El
Paso.
ORIGINAL FROM
THE DENVER TIMES,
FEBRUARY 12, 1899,
COPIED FROM
THE EL PASO
DAILY TIMES,
FEBRUARY 17, 1899.

cans and they all seem to be in favor of the move.
… I must admit that I look upon the move as a
New Mexico-Texas impossibility.

Tombstone, Arizona, extended east to the Texas boundary, and to a northern boundary close to Socorro.
On February 14, the state legislator from El Paso,
William “Billy” Bridgers, took up the opposition with
In the same article, Judge W. S. Smallwood is quoted an impassioned plea to the Texas State House of Repreas saying,
sentatives. The following is excerpted from House Concurrent Resolution No. 23:
Texas will never cede one foot of her territory…
In my opinion agitation of the annexation scheme
Whereas, The proposition to disfigure and
is useless for Texas would never agree to it. Texas
mutilate the boundaries of the State of Texas,
glories in her length and breadth and above all
and to change the geography of this great comthings else she is proud of her size.
monwealth comes from those who are apparently unmindful or in ignorance of the glorious
By February 12, the New York Sun picked up on the
history of the “Lone Star State,” a history that is
idea and published a lengthy article supporting the seinseparable from the boundary lines now emcession of the El Paso area. The Denver Post published a
bracing the soil which was bathed in the blood
map of the proposed “New State” with an article on Febof those who fought, bled, and died for the inderuary 12. The plate was forwarded to the El Paso Times.
pendence of this great State, and which history,
Figure 1 is a copy of the map taken from the El Paso
in its dazzling brilliancy, rises far above the deDaily Times of February 17 and shows the extent of the
mands of the avarice, selfishness and politics of
proposed state. The boundary’s western edge included
the adjoining territory ...
LA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO
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Further reasons for the inclusion of El Paso as a part
of Texas included references to the Texas War for Independence at San Jacinto [in 1832], the contributions of
General Taylor and Colonel Doniphan in the war with
Mexico, General Sibley’s role in the Civil War, and the
adjudication of the Supreme Court of the United States.
The closing clearly states the opposition.
That this Legislature is firmly of the conviction that a large majority of the citizens of all
portions of the State, east, north, south and west,
are opposed to any measure looking to a secession of any portion of its territory, and that the
people of Texas are immovably bound together
by ties of a commercial, historical, sentimental
and political nature.
The resolution was referred to the Committee on
Federal Relations and died. Quotes from various newspapers show both pro and con stances.
“I am a native Texan,” said Colonel Campbell
yesterday, “but that does not make Texas soil
any more sacred to me because it is within the
boundaries of this state. I do not believe there
is a man in El Paso county who would be willing to have this county annexed to New Mexico.
But if we could get a good slice of New Mexico and Arizona and annex it to El Paso for the
formation of a new state, with this city as the
capital, every practical business man in the city
would favor the scheme. El Paso has no interest in common with the other end of the state
and when an El Pasoan wants to transact $25
worth of business with the state he has to ride
1,500 miles to do it and pay $45 railroad fare.
But there is no probability of El Paso ever being
cut loose from the state and consequently all the
talk about the new state is mere empty talk.” —
El Paso Daily Times (February 19, 1899)
The wrongly called “annexation” proposition
has been very generally commented upon by the
press of the country. The news was sent out by the
correspondents, and the country is interested in
the matter very much. It is well that this matter is
arousing so much interest, but we should like to
see the question treated with a little less ignorance
of the points involved. El Paso has no desire to be
“annexed” to New Mexico. But she has a strong
14

desire to be the metropolis, not necessarily the
capital, of a new state, to be formed of the western portion of Texas and the southern portion of
New Mexico. There is an important distinction
between the two. It has been seemingly agreed
upon by the press to call the proposition to the
formation of a new “Rio Grande state.” So, let us
drop the expression “annexation” and adopt “Rio
Grande statehood” in its place. —El Paso Daily
Herald (February 21, 1899)
Dissent continued to create interesting comments.
There is no stronger opponent in east Texas
to the proposition to have the western end of
that state added to New Mexico than is the New
Mexican and some of the citizens of that ancient
and respectable town of Santa Fe. If El Paso is
added to New Mexico there is a probability of
its being made the capital of the state that soon
would be admitted, and the proposition to do
this makes the Santa Feans red headed.— Lordsburg Western Liberal (February 24, 1899)
The people of El Paso are agitating the question of a state, to be formed out of west Texas and
the southern and western portions of New Mexico. The scheme is, of course, to make El Paso the
capital and make things boom for the pass city…
Such a scheme is foolishness and will meet with
defeat for the people are now taxed beyond reason in the territory embraced in this proposed
state. (Eddy County Current, March 4, 1899)
The funny man on the El Paso Times—a paper just now devoting considerable space to the
“making” of a new state with El Paso as the capital—says: “Albuquerque is to have a hat factory,
so that hereafter the politicians of that town can
have a new hat to talk through every day.”
(Albuquerque Daily Citizen, March 2, 1899)
Nobody in El Paso wants to disappear mysteriously, and El Paso declines to go into the
plan to make her the capital of a new state to be
pieced up out of New Mexico and Texas. Taking
El Paso’s word for it, it seems that prominent citizens of New Mexico disappear mysteriously. El
Pasoans are not ready to go hence.
(El Paso Daily Herald, February 21, 1899)12
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Figure 2. The
invitation to
neighboring
counties
to attend a
convention
on creating
a new state.
EL PASO DAILY
TIMES, MARCH 5,
1899

In the El Paso Daily Times of February 26, 1899,
None of your politicians or city officials are
an article was published titled “Wants A Convention
going to call such a convention as I have suggestHeld in El Paso” with a subtitle “To Discuss the Feaed for the reason that they are afraid of a certain
sibility of the Proposed New State.” It reported that
sentimental vote on election day. So get your
several New Mexicans in El Paso were enthusiastically
businessmen and property owners together and
in favor of the new state of “Rio Grande.” While reclet them issue the invitation for the convention
ognizing that a division of Texas was not possible, a
and on the 16th and 17th of March you will have
convention would interest the surrounding New Mexabout 200 delegates from Texas and New Mexiico counties and bring out the desire for more interest
co spending their money in El Paso. Then, too,
by the residents. While the source was not identified,
that convention would bring out some speeches
he was obviously politically astute. (The El Paso Daily
that would be interesting to listen to and would
Times later implied that it was W. H. H. Llewellyn.) He
cause the long-haired statesmen at Austin to
discusses that while he was not a native Texan, he was
wake up to the fact that they have a big city out
proud of the “grand old state’s history.” He recognized
here on the border ...
that Texas was settled by immigrants from Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Missouri, plus
The White Oaks Eagle picked up the flag and on Febother U.S. states. The point is made that Texas was ruary 23, 1899, republished an article from the San Ancontrolled by the “thickly populated, cotton-growing tonio Express that provided an interesting view.
counties of the east, and that the west end of the state
suffers.” He supported the idea of a convention with
It is not probable that the people of Texas will
the following statement:
ever consent to a division of the state or surrenLA CRÓNICA DE NUEVO MÉXICO
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der any part of its territory for the formation
of a new state or the enrichment of another
commonwealth. … Several years ago when it
was suggested for political reasons that Texas
be cut up into four states, thereby quadrupling
the representation from the state in the United
States Senate, the people of Texas repudiated the
suggestion almost as one man … But even in El
Paso, where it is proposed to locate the capital of
the new state, there is a sentimental opposition
... It is only the newcomers who are at all favorable to it.13
The group proposed a convention to meet on March
17 to discuss the formation of a new state. The invitation published by the El Paso Times on March 5, 1899 is
shown in Figure 2. The signers owned businesses or had
business interests in El Paso and southern New Mexico.
The El Paso Daily Times of March 8, 1899, devoted a
long article discussing the attributes each county would
contribute to the new state. As the news of the proposal
spread, there were several articles in the Letter to the
Editor format discussing opinions. Excerpts from such
a letter published by the Waco Times-Herald quoted by
the El Paso Daily Times on March 9, 1899.
There can be little truth in the announcement
that El Pasoans really desire to separate themselves from the great state of Texas … Think
of the spectacle of a Democratic convention in
the Lone Star state with the “gentleman from El
Paso” appealing for recognition and eloquently
voicing the wishes and preferences of the great
west where the wind sighs musically through
the tall prairie grass and the sad-eyed jack rabbit makes his home …. Who would care to go
to a big Democratic gathering at which he was
not sure to meet Juan Hart with a special sample
of the best brand of tequila and a little pinch of
salt to give it a relish... No; a thousand times no!!
Texas can’t lose you ...
On March 11, the El Paso Daily Herald credits the Las
Vegas Optic with the following comments on inviting
400 people to El Paso.
El Paso has her nerve. She has issued a call for
a convention, March 16, to consider a visionary
scheme of forming a new state out of parts of
New Mexico and Texas. She calls for twenty del16

egates from the twenty counties proposed to be
merged into the new state. This will make 400
people, who on the average will spend $10 each
while in El Paso — a total of $4000. As a revenue
raiser El Paso is a success. That’s all there is to
such a scheme.
The El Paso County judge named eleven representatives, three of whom had signed the proposal for the
new state convention. Also, three of the original signers, including R. F. Campbell, publicly stated that they
did not support the secession but believed that the topic
should be discussed. The El Paso mayor, Joseph Magoffin, strongly opposed the idea of a separate state for El
Paso. Of the ten men appointed by Mayor Magoffin only
Fewel supported the idea, while the others opposed it.
This raised Fewel’s ire. In an article titled “Blood in His
Eye” from the El Paso Daily Herald of March 15, 1899,
Fewel expressed regret that delegates named by the
mayor were individuals opposed to the proposal and
that the delegates were appointed to make the signers of
the call appear as “jackasses ...”
Aware that a full convention would not provide the
support desired, Campbell and Fewel rescheduled the
convention for 2:30 p.m. They met the visiting delegations in the morning as they arrived by train and held an
ad hoc convention at 10 a.m. The convention was debative, and after several speeches, a committee was authorized to continue the exploration of forming a new state.
At least three New Mexico residents, W. H. H. Llewellyn,
Albert B. Fall, and Felix Martinez attended the session.
At the 2:30 p.m. meeting the delegates passed a resolution that it wasn’t practical, expedient, or desirable to
create a new state from the existing State of Texas and
the Territory of New Mexico. No information on a follow-up of the first action has been located. An excerpt
from a Letter to the Editor in the March 21, 1899 El Paso
Times probably sums up the majority feeling in El Paso.
… El Paso is now in shape to be the Chicago
of the great southwest in a few years.
It were better to continue to own southern
New Mexico and western Texas commercially
and to be the trade center of those sections as
at present and leave the political wrangles and
worries to Santa Fe and Austin ....
The empire of Texas needs not to be divided.
El Paso has better things in store for it than a
state house and a ring of politicians. So much
better things are in sight for her than a capitol
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can ever bring her that she would be foolish
to encourage its establishment here. — W. H.
Loomis
The effort for the secession of West Texas failed, but
“Montezuma” for the name of a state continued. During
the vigorous debate in 1903 for New Mexico and Arizona statehood in the U.S. Congress, a serious proposal
was put forward to recombine Arizona and New Mexico as one state with the name “Montezuma.”14
Active proposals for secession decreased following
the attempt in 1899, but the belief that west Texas is isolated from the main political action of the state continues.
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Despedidas del Mundo
Death Songs: Ballads of Five Individuals Executed
by Hanging in Territorial New Mexico

T

By Robert J. Tórrez, Independent historian and author

he folk ballad, or corrido, as the genre is known
in the Spanish-speaking Southwest, has long
been a traditional means of conveying news and
personal stories. Defined by John Donald Robb in his
Hispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the Southwest, A
Self-Portrait of a People as “A narrative folk song, ordinarily composed of coplas, dealing with the lives of ordinary people…,” and typically, but not always, “handed
down by ear not by written notation.” 1 Corridos tell a
broad range of stories, events, adventures, and oftentimes, tragic or bittersweet personal experiences. It has
been said that the verses of these corridos were composed almost as soon as an event occurred and were
conveyed from town to town by balladeers that traveled with troupes of entertainers and acrobats called
maromeros. These ballads were frequently composed to
honor or commemorate the death of someone of note
and in the later nineteenth century, the colorful stanzas
were often published in local Spanish-language newspapers alongside official obituaries.
During New Mexico’s territorial period (1846-1912),
several fascinating corridos were written by or about individuals awaiting execution after being sentenced to
death by a court of law. The oldest reference to a ballad
of this genre in New Mexico is entitled “El condenado a
muerte,” published by Arthur Leon Campa in Spanish
Folk – Poetry in New Mexico. Campa indicates the author of the poem is unknown, but he attributes the text
to Rafael Lucero of El Pino, a place name for which there
is no known contemporary community in New Mexico.
This corrido tells the story of an unnamed individual
who was condemned to die on Wednesday, 20 July 1832.
However, New Mexico’s Mexican-period (1821-1846)
civil and judicial records, as well as the Archdiocese of
Santa Fe burial records for Santa Fe, have revealed no
evidence of executions that took place in New Mexico
for that period. While it is probable that El condenado
a muerte describes an actual event, it likely concerns an
execution that took place in Mexico and was translated
north by troubadours or published at some later date
in one of the territory’s Spanish-language newspapers. 2
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Rare list of persons allowed to witness hanging of
Carlos Saiz 1907 - Socorro Co. Criminal No. 3104 -SRCA
That said, it must be pointed out there is one possible
source for the corrido behind the unnamed individual
in el condenado a muerte. There is a series of documents
in the Mexican Archives of New Mexico from 1834 (two
years after the 1832 date in the corrido) concerning the
fate of Felipe Salas. He shows up in the historical record in a letter from the Mexican Supreme Court dated
11 October 1834, which confirms a death sentence for
Salas but which does not mention the crime for which
he was convicted. The court also demanded immediate
confirmation that local officials received the order and
certification of the method and form of execution of the
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sentence when done. 3 The extant record does not show
whether local officials acknowledged receipt of the supreme court order, but subsequent events confirm plans
were made for Salas’ execution, which was scheduled
for December 4, 1834. On December 2, two days before the execution was to take place, a dispute broke
out between civilian and military authorities when Juan
Gallegos, the presiding judge in the Salas case, requested a military escort of eight men to help carry out the
execution. 4 Commanding officer of Santa Fe’s presidio
garrison (comandante principal), Blas de Hinojos, responded the same day, noting he could not assist with
any arrangements for the execution beyond those of
“security and custody” of the prisoner in a civil matter
and emphasized it was prohibited by law to assist in the
decapitation of the prisoner. 5
This issue remained unsettled for a year while local officials apparently sought legal consultation from
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authorities in Mexico. On 25 November 1835, the
Secretaría de Justicia y Negocios Eclesíasticos finally responded, confirming that troops were prohibited
from administering the death penalty in civil cases and
suggested local officials should plan for such occasions
by acquiring a mascada – an iron ring that was placed
around the neck and used to garrote and break the
neck of a condemned prisoner and to arrange to have
an executioner (verdugo) available for such occasions,
along with a squad of five to ten men that were paid
from public funds to assist in executions and provide
security for prisoners.6 So far, no documents have come
to light confirming whether or not Felipe Salas was ever
executed.
Rubén Cobos describes el condenado a muerte not as
a corrido, but as a decimal, a poem consisting of “rhyme
schemes.” The first stanza opens with a familiar story of
impending death:

Miércoles viente de Julio
De ochocientos trienta y dos;
Me llevan para el sepulcro
Para darle cuenta a Dios.

Wednesday, the twentieth of July
Of eighteen hundred thirty-two
They take me to the grave
To make my accounting to God.

Me llevan pa’ la capilla
Bajando por escalones
Quebrando los corazones
Se los padres de familia.

They take me to the chapel
Descending the steps
Breaking the hearts
Of parents of families.

Un sacerdote me auxilia,
Tropa me va acompañando,
Las cornetas van tocando.

A priest supports me
Troops accompany me
The trumpets are playing.

Ya sin remedio ninguno,
Me llevan para el sepulcro
miercoles veinte de julio.

Now with no remedy
I am taken to my tomb
Wednesday, the twentieth of July.

En fin yo voy a llegar
A donde voy a murir,
Me tengo que despedir
Con mi voz muy lastimosa.

At the end I will arrive
Where I am to die.
I must take my leave
With my voice very saddened.7
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Similar stories of impending doom are told in five
well-documented corridos in New Mexico. These relate
the stories of four men and one woman about whom
ballads were penned while awaiting or shortly following
their execution by hanging. Two of these were authored
by the condemned. The earliest example of the latter was
written by Ignacio Montañes, who was executed at San
Miguel del Vado on 11 April 1856, at a time when that
community was the San Miguel County seat. The other
is by Damian Romero, a teenager hanged at the northeast New Mexico community of Springer on 1 February
1883. While both are fascinating, the one composed by
Montañes is the more formal and elegant.
The extant records suggest Montañes was literate and
articulate. His trial record includes a poignant, final letter to presiding judge James F. Davenport in which he
asks for mercy. Dated 12 March 1856, a month before
his scheduled execution, Montañes’ letter attributes his
crime to the evil influences of alcohol, writing, “… es
verdad que llo delinqui en esta desgracia tan yncomparable pero no tengo culpa el aguardiente hasido el ejecutor desta ruina… (It is true that I broke the law in this
incomparable disgrace but I am not at fault, liquor has
been the executor of my ruin…).” 8 Despite Montañes’
appeal, there was nothing Judge Davenport could do.
Under territorial law, the judge had no say in the matter.
If a jury returned a verdict of guilty in a case of willful or
premeditated murder, the judge was required to impose
a sentence of death by hanging. Any clemency in a capital
case would have to come from the governor, who could
commute the sentence to life imprisonment or simply

pardon the condemned prisoner and order his release.
Outright pardons for capital murder in territorial-period New Mexico were rare and since the territory did not
have a penitentiary at the time, life imprisonment was
not possible. 9 Regardless, there is no indication Territorial Secretary W. W. H. Davis, as acting governor, considered Montañes’ appeal. Consequently, Montañes was
hanged as scheduled on 11 April 1856. Burial records of
the parish church at San Miguel del Vado show his interment in the community cemetery, presumably that same
day of his execution, having received all the sacraments
of the Church. 10
Montañes apparently wrote his death song while he
awaited his fate at the San Miguel County jail and had
it sent to the Santa Fe Weekly Gazette. The 29 March
1856 issue of the paper noted it had received “a long list
of verses” from the condemned prisoner, which the paper described as “a kind of farewell addressed to all his
friends and the rest of mankind.” The paper indicated
they did not have space to publish them in that issue but
would do so the following week, noting they “could not
deny so small a favor to a dying man.”
Ignacio Montañes’ despedida del mundo, his “farewell to the world,” was published in the Santa Fe Weekly
Gazette the same week he was executed. It consists of
thirty-five stanzas, in which he admits his guilt, asks for
forgiveness, and warns others of the dangers of the life
he led. Montañes accepts his fate, thanks the local priest
for his consolation, receives the last sacraments of the
church and submits his final appeal for mercy and forgiveness to God himself: 11

En San Miguel me tubieron
Con grillos y con cadena
¡Hay Jesús que pena!
Mi sentencia me leyeron.

In San Miguel I was held
With shackles and chain
Oh Jesus what troubles!
My sentence they read to me.

No hay duda que fui juzgado
Por gran delito atroz
Quebrante el quinto precepto
Que es mandamiento de Dios.

There is no doubt I was judged
For a grave and atrocious crime
Breaking the fifth precept
That is God’s commandment.

Fuí convenido a pagar
Una grave dependencia
Bien entendí mi sentencia
Y no tubo otro lugar.

I was prepared to pay
a grave debt
I well understood my sentence
And had no other choice.
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No podía yo apelar
Por que no tenía justicia
Yo con infernal malicia
A uno me puso a matar.

I could not appeal
because I had no justice
and with infernal malice
I went to kill a man.

Bien me pueden perdonar
Por que digo la verdad
?Que no fue casualidad
Que me pusiera a matar?

I may well be forgiven
For I speak the truth
¿Was it not a coincidence
That I proceeded to kill?

A un semejante sin causa
Di la muerte con mi mano,
Me contemplo un inhumano
Colmado de mi desgracia.

A familar without cause
I dealt death with my own hand
I consider myself less that human
Overcome by my disgrace.

Si preguntan por mi nombre
Algunos en esta vez
Aqui lo pondré bien claro
Soi IGNACIO MONTAÑES.

If they ask for my name
someone, some day
Here I place it clearly
I am IGNACIO MONTAÑES.

Dejé a mi patria y esposa
Y no lo puedo negar
Que esta causa es la justicia
En que he venido a pagar.

I left my home and wife
and I cannot deny it
That this is the reason of the justice
That I have come to pay.

Conozco que se llegó
El termino de mi vida
En que ya Dios se acordó
Poniendo esta despedida.

I recognize that I have arrived
At the end of my life
Which God has accorded me
By which I make this farewell.

A mi Dios pido perdón
Y a todos en esto trance
Pidiendo misericordia
Misericordia me alcance.
Soi un triste en tierra agena
Sin raza de parentela
Abran los ojos amigos
Miren que no les suceda.

From my God I ask forgiveness
And all along this journey
asking mercy
I may find mercy.
I am sad in a foreign land
Without family
Open your eyes friends
See that this does not happen to you.

Lo que a mi ha sucedido
Nunca podría negarlo
Comieti grave delito
Aqui he venido a pagarlo.

What has happened to me
I can never deny
I committed a grave crime
Here I have come to pay for it.

Los que me vean colgar
El dia once de abril
Crean que voi a pagar
Un delito como vil.

Those of you that may see me hang
on the eleventh day of April
Believe that I am to pay
For a crime most vile.
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Le pido a mi confesor
Que se empeñe en su trabajo
Que no le falte el valor
Porque será un grande atraso.

I ask my confessor
To be diligent in his task
So your courage does not fail
For it would be a great failure.

A la corte Celestial
Le pido un grande valor
Par recibir con gusto
Un gran resignación.

To the Celestial court
I ask bravely
to receive with joy
A grand resignation.

A mi padre confesor
Que me ponga en el camino
Le vengo a pedir auxilio
Que me asista con valor.

From my father confessor
That He place me on the road
I come to ask help
That we assist me with valor.

¡O mi Dios y redentor
A qui me tienes presente
Vengo impetrando perdón
Verdadero penitente!

Oh my God and Redeemer
You have me here present
I come begging forgiveness
A true penitent!

Te pido como clemente
En mi postrer agonia
Que muera yo en esta dia
Verdadero penitente.

I ask you most clement
in my prostrate agony
That I die on this day
A true penitent.

Señores los que me escuchan
Yo les pido como amigos
Que anden con mucho cuidado
De comunes enemigos.

Sirs, those that listen to me
I ask of you as friends
That you walk with much care
For common enemies.

Desde que me aprisionaron
En la cárcel del Condado
Siempre estubo convencido
Que había de morir ahorcado.

From when I was imprisoned
In the county jail
I was convinced
That I should die by hanging.

Doy las gracias a mi Dios
Y a mi padre confesor
Que no me faltó un momento
Dándome la absolución.

I give thanks to my God
And to my father confessor
That did not leave me for a moment
Giving me absolution.

En la cárcel me asistió
Todo el tiempo necesario
Siempre consideré yo
Que a mi Dio le costé caro.

In the jail He assisted me
All the time necessary
I shall always consider
That it cost my God dearly.

El padre me acompañó
De la cárcel a la Iglesia
Luego con migo siguió
A recibir la sentencia
Que para mi se asigno.

The priest accompanied me
From the jail to the Church
Then proceeded with me
To receive the sentence
That was assigned to me.
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Adiós padre confesor
Adios parientes y amigos
Respeten a toda clase
No se busquen enemigos.

Goodbye father confessor
Goodbye relatives and friends
Respect those of all classes
Do not seek out enemies.

Con toda resignación
Aquí estoi ya preparado
Y deposité en mi pecho
Al Señor Sacramentado.

With all resignation
I am here already prepared
And placed in my chest
The Sacramental Lord.

Ya salimos de la cárcel
Caminando en todo juicio
Con mi confesor al lado
Estoi en este suplicio.

We have now left the jail
Walking in full judgment
With my confessor at my side
I am in this appeal.

Adíos San Miguel del Bado
Y de este lugar patrón
De todos los enemigos
Tu me seas defensor.

Goodby San Miguel del Bado
And from this place Lord
From all the enemies
You my protector be.

Con tu estandarte y espada.
Te pido el que sea salvado
Do todas las tentaciones
Y del espiritó malo.

With your banner and sword
I ask who will be saved
From all temptations
And evil spirits.

Dulce nombre de Maria
De Jesus y de José
Hoy los pongo de padrinos
Los clamo con toda fé.

Sweet name of Mary
Of Jesus and of Joseph
I today appoint you as godparents
I acclaim you with all faith.

Para darle conclusión
A cata larga despedido.
A todos pido perdón
En lo último de mi vida.
Dulce nombre de Jesús
De mi Dios Sacramentado
Como grande pecador
Aquí me tienes postrado.

To bring to conclusion
This long goodbye
I ask pardon of all
In this conclusion of my life.
Sweet name of Jesus
My God Sacramental
Like a grand sinner
Here you have me prostate.

Dios verdadero y eterno
Yo sé que tú me recibes
Y te pido que me libres
De las llamas del infierno.

True and eternal God
I know that you will receive me
And I ask that you free me
From the flames of hell.

Sea bendito y alabado
El divino Sacramento
Y que aqui me ha acompañado
Dando yó el ultimo aliento.

Holy and Blessed be
The Divine Sacrament
That has here accompanied me
While I offer a last breath.
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En fin ya yo me despido
Sin que me falta memoria
Yo de corazón te pido
O mi Dios misericordia.

At last I bid farewell
Without a failed memory
With all my heart I ask
Oh my God, mercy.

Perdón, perdón o mi Dios
Como pecador pequé
Te pido de corazon
Que no me falte tu fé.

Pardon, pardon, oh my God
Like a sinner I sinned
I ask you from my heart
That your faith will not fail me.

The corrido written by Damian Romero, as might be
expected of a teenager, is not as well written as Montañes’ despedida. It is nonetheless a poignant testament
of a young man who expressed a chilling readiness to
meet his fate. Romero was scarcely seventeen when he
was convicted for the January 1882 murder of his employer, William A. Brocksmit. Slightly built, observers
commented that he seemed even younger than his actual age and did look the part of a heartless killer. His age
and the notoriety of his crime attracted national attention, even garnering a story about him in The National
Police Gazette. 12
Damian spent nearly a year at the Colfax County jail
in Springer while his appeals were heard by the territorial supreme court and Governor Lionel A. Sheldon
considered executive clemency. When the appeals were
all rejected, Damian’s courage did not falter. The evening before his execution a reporter for the Las Vegas
Daily Optic reminded Damian he had only a few hours
to live and asked if he was afraid to die. “Yes, I am now

spending my last hours,” he replied, “and I am perfectly
resigned to meet my fate.” 13 According to the newspaper reports of the execution, as the noose was adjusted
and a black hood placed over his head, he continued to
assert his innocence and approached his fate “without a
trace of fear being visible on his countenance.” 14 When
the trapdoor was sprung, Damian Romero became the
youngest person executed in New Mexico.
The Las Vegas Daily Optic report of Damian’s execution concluded by noting that during the local Catholic
priest’s final visit with the condemned prisoner the evening before his scheduled execution, Damian handed
him a paper on which he had written a poem and asked
it be published in the Optic after his death. The poem
is no literary masterpiece. Its eleven stanzas are uneven
and awkwardly worded, but it is nevertheless remarkable considering that Damian reportedly had almost no
formal education. Typical of the genre, the poem describes his arrest, trial and incarceration, and in the last
stanzas, bids farewell to his mother and the public:

Ya yo me voy a buscar
Mi porvenir ya me voy
Y me voy sin esperanza

I now leave to seek
My future I am leaving now
And I leave without hope.

El que compuso este canto
La compuso con un lapis
Por que no tenía tinta
Si quiere saber su nombre
Se llama, Damian Romero
Adios, Adios, todos mis amigos.

The one that composed this sonnet
Composed it with a pencil
Because he had no ink.
If you want to know his name
His name is Damian Romero.
Goodbye, goodbye, all my friends. 15
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There are two additional corridos of men executed by
hanging in territorial-period New Mexico. The first is
of Toribio Huerta, who was executed at Las Cruces on
26 April 1901.16 The author of the Huerta corrido is unknown but John Donald Robb, in his Hispanic Folk Music
of New Mexico and the Southwest, attributes the text to
José Faquis of Tijeras, a village located east of Albuquerque. The unknown author seems to have been familiar
enough with Huerta’s life (although the poem title lists
his surname a Huertas – a spelling not found in any of the
court records or news reports) to state that he was born
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in Camargo, although the verse does not specify whether
that was in the Mexican states of Chihuahua or Tamaulipas. The corrido opens in the second-person form but
by the fourth stanza, switches to a first-person narrative,
quoting words allegedly spoken by Huerta. The brief
newspaper accounts of Huerta’s execution do not credit
him with any last words other than “I am ready” when
asked if he was prepared to meet his fate seconds before
the trap door was released. However, the corrido attributes Huerta with a short speech, in which he manages to
direct a veiled curse at his hangman and accepts his fate:

En mil ochocientos uno
lo que les voy a decir
ahorcaron al señor Huertas
dia veintiseis de abril…

In eighteen hundred one
As I shall tell you,
They hanged Mr. Huertas
On the twenty-sixth of April…

Me sacaron al cadalsio
donde pude hablar poquito;
ya me dice el padre Pero:
-Dime, Toribio, ¿estás listo?

They took me to the scaffold
Where I could speak a few words;
And Father Pero said to me”
“Tell me Toribio, are you ready?’

Ya le dije al Padre Pero:
Permítame un momento hablar,
que para decir las cosas
se necesita pensar.

Then I said to Father Pero:
“Permit me to speak for a moment,
So that I can say a few things
Which is necessary to think about.

Señor don José Lucero
y el que me quitó la mesa,
en esta vida o en la otra
y espera tu recompensa.

“Mr. José Lucero
And the one who pulled the drop.
In this life or the other
You’ll pay for what you’ve done.”

El día veintiseis de abril
como a las once del día,
Quedó la gente asombrada
por lo que Huertas decía.
-Mexicanos de Las Cruces
extraños y conocidos,
pongan experiencia
por lo que me ha sucedido.

The twenty-sixth day of April
At about eleven in the morning
The crown was sobered
By what Huertas said.
“Mexicans of Las Cruces (New Mexico)
Acquaintances and others,
Take warning
From what has happened to me.

Adiós, todos mis amigos,
adios, todoa mis hermanos;
yo nací para ser ahorcado
Y en países americanos.

“Farewell, all my friends,
Goog-bye, all my brothers;
I was born to be hanged
In American lands.11
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The other corrido of this type is of
Carlos Sais, who was convicted for the
murder of two prospectors. Eliseo Valles,
an accomplice, escaped the hangman
by pleading guilty to second degree
murder and was sentenced to ninetynine years in the territorial penitentiary
murder (for which he served slightly
more than twelve years before receiving
an executive pardon in 1919).
Carlos Sais was executed at Socorro
on 11 January 1907. 12 The author of
this ballad is also unknown but Robb
attributes the text to M. A. Esquibel
of Las Nutrias, a ranching community
located in northern Rio Arriba County.
This corrido follows the standard format
of verses that tell the story of the crime,
cautions others from following the
same “path to perdition” and accuses
his accomplice of a betrayal:

Carlos Saiz & Eliseo Valles - Albuquerque Evening Citizen,
11 January 1907

En mil novecientos siete
Y enero once señalado
En la cárcel de Socorro
Carlos Sais fue muerto
ahorcado.

In nineteen hundred and seven
On that famous January eleventh
In the jail at Socorro
Carlos Sais was hanged.

Sin duda Carlos murió
Por que sentencia fue dada
por dos hombres que mató
cerquita de La Salida,
y era dueda que él debía
y no la tenía pagada…

There’s no doubt Carlos died
Because he was sentenced
For two men whom he killed
Near the town of La Salida,
And his was debt that he owed
And had not paid….

Ya se paró Carlos Sais
a todos pidió perdón
“Jovenciots de mi viva,
no lleguen a esta occasion;
esto me sucedio a mí
por un amigo traidor.

Carlos Sais came to his end
And begged everyone’s pardon:
“Young people whom I have known,
Don’t come to this fate;
This happened to me
Because a friend betrayed me.

Un dolor nomas me queda
y dentro de mi corazón
que Eliseo Valles viva,
siendo el principal autor.

“I have only one regret
Within my heart:
That Eliseo Valles lives on,
For he was the author of my misfortune. 19
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The fifth death song is that of Paula Angel, the only
woman executed in territorial New Mexico. The story of
Paula Angel is told in more detail elsewhere and will not
be retold here except to note that Paula was convicted
of the premeditated murder of her lover and hanged at
Las Vegas on 26 April 1861. 20 The ballad of Paula Angel’s tragic end was brought to broad public attention by
the research of Julián Josué Vigil, who published several
versions of her story under the title, “Paula the Killer.”
Vigil indicates the Spanish folk ballad had been transcribed by folklorist Aurelio M. Espinosa and published
decades earlier under the title La Homicida Pablita. 21
The ballad tells a poignant story of Paula’s crime, her
condemnation by the court, an appeal for forgiveness,
and bewilderment at what she has been through.

Julián Josué Vigil’s research revealed that the ballad
was written in 1861 by Paula’s cousin, Juan Angel, in
commemoration of Paula’s crime and tragic death. Juan
Angel’s ballad includes several elements of the story that
are substantiated by the scant historical record. As the
stanzas of the ballad unfold, one can visualize Paula’s
trial and feel the heavy burden of the death sentence
imposed on her. We can almost hear and feel the door
to her cell close behind her, bringing Paula to full realization of disgrace and fate that awaited her. The ballad
even describes her final ride on the wagon that carried
her to the gallows, possibly seated on her own coffin.
The following stanzas illustrate a small part of the remarkable story that has nowhere else been so dramatically or emotionally told (or sung):

A Las Vegas fuí llevada
Por el jeuz y sus rigores;
en la cárcel encerrada,
cercada de mil temores,
como mujer desgraciada
en la Plaza de Dolores.

To Las Vegas I was taken
by the judge in his sternness;
in the jail I was placed,
surrounded by a thousand fears,
like a disgraced woman
in the town of Sorrows.

Los jurados mi juzgaron
con arreglo a mi delito;
a muerte me sentenciaron
porque maté a Miguelito.

The jurors judged me
according to my crime;
they sentenced me to death
because I killed Miguelito.

En un carro me llevaron
y fué el alguacil mayor
a ejecutar el rigor,
porque así lo mandaron.
Las gentes y el confessor
todo el ejemplo miraron.

In a wagon they took me
and the sheriff went along
to carry out the penalty,
because that is what was ordered.
The people and confessor
all saw the example set.

Many of the stanzas of La Homicida Pablita are a poignant appeal to God for mercy and forgiveness from her
family and friends. As the ballad nears its end, one portion of a stanza laments the burden of her condemnation
and bewilderment at what she had done while extending a warning to other women.
¡Hay desgraciada Pablita!
¿Que es lo que te ha susedido?
Adios, piadosas mujeres,
las que supieron sentir;
miren bien, no las enreden,
no se dejen seducir.
Abran los ojos, no quieran
lo mismo que yo murir.
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Oh wretched Pablita!
What is it that has happened to you?
Goodbye, pious women,
those of you who know how to feel;
look closely, do not become entangled,
do not allow yourself to be seduced.
Open your eyes, do not desire
a death like mine.
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One can easily imagine these ballads being spread by
troubadours throughout the territory as they traveled
from village to village, literally spreading the latest and
juiciest news to a populace eager to be informed and entertained. One cannot help but realize that the stanzas
of these corridos also served to warn others of the fate
that awaited those who did not conform to the laws of
man and God.
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HSNM Award Winners
The Historical Society of New Mexico is honored to award the following individuals, publications and societies for their important contributions to the preservation and dissemination of
the history and cultural heritage of our state during 2020. Congratulations!

Dr. Maria Alma Gonzalez Perez,
recipient of the Pablita Velarde
Award

Lucy R. Lippard recipient of the
Fabiola Cabeza de Baca Award

Sally Kading for the Doña Ana
Historical Society, co-winner of the
L. Bradford Prince Award

BOOK AWARD WINNERS
GASPAR PÉREZ DE VILLAGRÁ AWARD – for
an outstanding publication in New Mexico or Southwest Borderlands history
David C. Beyreis – Blood in the
Borderlands: Conflict, Kinship and the
Bent Family, 1821-1920
University of Nebraska Press
A significant contribution to the
scholarship of New Mexico and
Western history, providing deep
coverage of one of the region’s most
significant families. A well-researched
and meticulously documented narrative, noted for its
balanced perspective on an epoch marked by extreme
inter-cultural complexity.
FRAY FRANCISCO ATANASIO DOMINGUEZ
AWARD – for an outstanding publication or significant contribution to historic survey and research in
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New Mexico or Southwest Borderlands history
Dirk Van Hart - Camps
and Campsites of the Civilian
Conservation Corps in New Mexico,
1933-1942
Sunstone Press
A comprehensive survey of
Civilian Conservation Corps camps
in New Mexico, which will serve
as a standard reference source on
the subject. It is also an excellent guide for those who
want to get out and explore these historic sites located
throughout New Mexico.
LANSING B. BLOOM AWARD – for an outstanding publication in New Mexico or Southwest
Borderlands history by an institution affiliated with the
Historical Society of New Mexico
East Mountain Historical Society – Timelines of the
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East Mountains
Patrick Frank – Sharing Code:
East Mountain Historical Society
Art1, Frederick Hammersley, and
Provides extensive research on the history and
the Dawn of Computer Art
culture of the East Mountain area, east of Albuquerque.
Museum of New Mexico Press
An exploration of the littlePABLITA VELARDE AWARD – for an outstandknown history of computer art
ing children’s publication related to New Mexico or
and the important developments
Southwest Borderlands history
in this genre made by artists in New Mexico and at
UNM during the 1960s and 1970s.
Dr. Maria Alma Gonzalez
Perez - ¡Todos al Rodeo! A
Vaquero Alphabet Book
A delightful bi-lingual
introduction to the important
influence of the Spanish
language on American, and in
particular, cowboy culture.

FABIOLA CABEZA DE BACA AWARD - for an
outstanding publication or exhibit relating to domestic
life in New Mexico

RALPH EMERSON TWITCHELL AWARD – for
an outstanding publication or significant contribution
by individuals or organizations to the creative arts, as
related to New Mexico history

Lucy Lippard – Pueblo Chico:
Land and Lives in Galisteo since
1814
Museum of New Mexico Press
Presents the history, cultural
heritage and domestic life of
Galisteo, New Mexico, during the
past two centuries.

SERVICE AWARD WINNERS
L. BRADFORD PRINCE AWARD – to recognize
significant work in the field of historic preservation in
New Mexico
(co-winners)
Susan Drake-Green Schwartz – For her many
years of work to document and record information
about burials in the historic Fairview Cemetery in
Albuquerque.
Doña Ana County Historical Society – For work
to preserve the physical site and document the cultural
history of the Picacho Cemetery in Doña Ana County.
DOROTHY WOODWARD AWARD – to recognize significant work in the advancement of education
in New Mexico history
The Albuquerque Museum – For the virtual
exhibition “Seven Generations of Red Power in New
Mexico.” The exhibition very successfully presented
a history of Indigenous resistance and activism in
New Mexico that all New Mexicans should know and
understand.
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PAUL A. F. WALTER AWARD – in recognition of
outstanding service to the Historical Society of New
Mexico
Dawn M. Santiago – For the enormous amount of
work undertaken for HSNM during the past several
years coordinating, editing, producing and distributing
publications, preparing annual conference programs,
transitioning the society’s website, managing social
media, handling email inquiries, and other services.
EDGAR LEE HEWETT AWARD – to recognize
outstanding service to the people of New Mexico, as
related to New Mexico history
Hillsboro Historical Society – for work to preserve
the history and cultural heritage of Hillsboro, Kingston
and the surrounding Black Range region, including the
preservation of historic structures, such as the Sierra
County courthouse, establishing and operating the
Black Range Museum, and publishing an informative
newsletter Guajolotes, Zopilotes y Paisanos.
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New books for your
New Mexico history library
Compiled by Richard Melzer
Ray John de
Aragon. Eerie
New Mexico:
Uncanny Stories
from the Land of
Enchantment.
Charleston: The
History Press, 2020.
Brandon Bayne.
Missions Begin with
Blood: Suffering
and Salvation in
the Borderlands of
New Spain. New
York: Fordham
University, 2021.
Donna Blake
Birchell. New
Mexico Mission
Churches.
Charleston: History
Press, 2021.
William R.
Carleton Fruit,
Fiber, and Fire: A
History of Modern
Agriculture in New
Mexico. Lincoln:
University of
Nebraska Press,
2021.
Patricia Crown.
The House of the
Cylinder Jars.
Albuquerque:
University of New
Mexico Press, 2020.
Richard Flint and
Shirley Cushing
Flint. Overhaul: A
Social History of
the Albuquerque
Locomotive Repair
Shops. Albuquerque:
University of New
Mexico Press, 2021.
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Laura E. Gomez.
Inventing Latinos:
A New Story of
American Racism.
New York: The New
Press, 2020.
Patricia Burke
Guggino, ed. The
Tale of Two Eloisas:
Los Lunas to Santa
Fe and Beyond. Los
Lunas: Valencia
County Historical
Society, 2021.
Susan Lee
Johnson. Writing
Kit Carson:
Fallen Heroes
in a Changing
West. Chapel Hill:
University of North
Carolina Press, 2020.
Rebecca Blum
Martinez and Mary
Jean Habermann,
eds. The Shoulders
We Stand On: A
History of Bilingual
Education in
New Mexico.
Albuquerque:
University of New
Mexico Press, 2020.
Cori Knudsen
and Maren
Bzdek. Crossroads
of Change: The
People and Land
of Pecos. Norman:
University of
Oklahoma, 2020.
Lloyd L. Lee. Diné
Identity in a 21st
Century World.
Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2020.

Richard Melzer.
Casey Luna: A
Colorful Life in
Business, Politics,
and Motor Sports
Championships.
Los Lunas: Valencia
County Historical
Society, 2021.
Richard Melzer
and John Taylor,
eds. Years Gone
By in the Rio Abajo.
Los Lunas: Valencia
County Historical
Society, 2021.
N. Scott Momaday.
Earth Keeper:
Reflections on the
American Land. New
York: Harper, 2020.
Lindsay M.
Montgomery. A
History of Mobility
in New Mexico:
Mobile Landscapes
and Persistent
Places. New York:
Routledge, 2020.
Martin Austin
Nesvig.
Promiscuous Power:
An Unorthodox
History of New Spain.
Austin: University of
Texas Press, 2021.
Robert William
Platt, Jr. and
Moises Gonzales.
Slavery in the
Southwest: Genizaro
Identity, Dignity, and
the Law. Durham,
North Carolina:
Carolina Academic
Press, 2019.
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Research Trading Post
One of the great benefits of belonging to the Historical Society of New Mexico is belonging to a
community of researchers who often help each other with research information and suggestions.
The RESEARCH TRADING POST will help you receive and provide such information and ideas.
Simply list your name, contact information, and as many as 3 specific research interests or brief
questions and we’ll share it here at the TRADING POST. Here are the first two historians’ examples:
Richard Melzer, rmelzer@unm.edu
Children in colonial New Mexico
Territorial New Mexico newspaper editors
Don Perkins, UNM and Dallas Cowboys
football star

John Taylor, jtlymtnest@aol.com
The University of Albuquerque
Catholicism in Central New Mexico
Experiences of New Mexico Naval vets in
World War II, Korea, and Vietnam

If you would like to submit your name, contact information, and 1-3 research interests or questions,
please submit them to Richard Melzer at rmelzer@unm.edu.
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should be included as endnotes. Embedded notes are acceptable.
7. La Crónica uses the Chicago Manual of Style for its format, with some exceptions when needed. Please consult
either the 15th or 16th edition especially when formatting
the citations using the “liberal arts” format.
8. Remove images from the text.

1. Authors can submit a list of recommended
illustrations and/or send low resolution, small
image files separately from the manuscript file.
2. If your manuscript is approved, you will be
asked to provide high resolution (minimum
300 dpi) image files in TIF, JPEG, or PNG.
These files can be delivered through Google
Drive, Dropbox, or another method agreed to
by the HSNM Publications Editor.
3. The author is responsible for obtaining permission to publish the images and pay any user
fees. A copy of the permission will be shared
with the HSNM Publications Editor before an
image is used.
Grants deadline is May 31 of each year.
Book Awards deadline is January 15.
Service Awards deadline is January 15.
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RETURN SERVICES REQUESTED

Santa Fe Trail Calendar of Events
September 22-26, 2021: SFTA Symposium, La Junta, CO and Bent’s Old Fort NHS,
CO. www.2021sfts.com
September 27 – October 3, 2021: Trinidad, Colorado and Raton, New Mexico,
Regional Santa Fe Trail Commemorative Events.
November 12-14, 2021: Commemoration of the meeting of Becknell & Gallego
near Las Vegas, NM.
November 13: Daughters of the American Revolution, monument ceremonies
on the trail from Las Vegas to Santa Fe. In Santa Fe, James Riding In presents
“Indians on the Santa Fe Trail” at St. Francis Auditorium followed by a Buffalo
Dinner at La Fonda.
November 14: La Llegada, the arrival with Governor Melgares greeting
Becknell at the Santa Fe Plaza. See https://santafetrail200.org/ for more
information.

